The Adventures of V51JP in Germany

I had the privilege of visiting the DARC HQ and the QSL bureau during my visit to Germany this
holiday season. When Martin, DL1ZU (V51ZU) heard that I was coming to Germany he immediately
started organizing all kinds of ham related and social activities.

One was the visit of the Museum für Kommunikation Frankfurt https://www.mfkfrankfurt.de/funkstation . This museum in the heart of Frankfurt has an Amateur Radio station on
the top floor and an impressive log periodic antenna on the roof. The OMs that are responsible for
the station take great pride in the station and do a lot to promote amateur radio.

The Christmas markets are an experience and a must visit when in Germany.

We were joined for our visit to the DARC by Holger DL1EZ, the president of OV Schiffenberg. Our visit
to the DARC started with a casual get-together at the HQ in Baunatal where we met up with Steffi,
DO7PR, the Public Relations officer of the DARC. She proceeded to show us around the offices of the
DARC, introducing us to all the colleagues and explaining what everyone does. It soon became clear
that the DARC is a very professionally structured organization and the people who work here love
doing what they are doing. After meeting all the admin staff, we proceeded to the holy grail of the
organisation: the QSL bureau.

Wow what an eye opener. Steffi introduced us to Dietmar, DL1ZAX, the DARC QSL manager since
1st January 1992. He has taken the QSL bureau from its humble beginnings to the most professional
and technically advanced QSL bureau Worldwide. The Bureau handles about 4 million QSL cards
annually. This is achieved mainly with the help of some very dedicated colleagues who enter every
card into a computer system where they are marked with magnetic ink and a mail sorting machine
that was purpose built by Dietmar.

With the impressions of the QSL bureau still in our minds Steffi took us to the Club station DL0AFZ in
the tower on top of the DARC building. Dietmar explained how the station was set up and showed us
the Hilberling transceiver. This is a very special transceiver as it has the serial number 0001, showing
the trust and dedication of the only European manufacturer of Amateur Radio equipment in the
DARC.

With all these overwhelming impressions in our minds Steffi took us to the Boardroom where fresh
and hot Pizza was waiting for us. Over some delicious pizza we had a long and interesting talk about
all kinds of topics and the editor of CQDL magazine conducted an interview with me. At this point I

want to thank Steffi, Dietmar, Martin, Holger and the entire staff at the DARC HQ for an awesome
time we had during our visit. We planned for a 2 hour visit and ended up staying all day.
No visit to Germany is complete without a visit to the ultimate toy store: Difona. Alfred, DJ3YM
welcomed us with a mug of hot coffee and a tour of his shop. The online store and the shop are well
stocked, and it is easy to kill the budget if left unsupervised. As a little token of appreciation, we
stuck a NARL sticker on the front door of his Shop.

As if this week did not have enough highlights Martin invited me to the Club Evening (OV Abend) of
the OV Schiffenberg. We had a great time with good food and drink and to crown it all I was
presented with a one of a kind Club Jacket.

With this little report of my visit to Martin DL1ZU (V51ZU) I wish to convey my gratitude to all the
wonderful interesting people who I have met during my visit in Germany.
Thank you all so much for your friendship and comradery.
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